QUALITY MATTERS:

WATERPROOFING SHOWERS,
PART 5: SHOWER SEATS
A FEW SIMPLE DETAILS THAT WILL ENSURE A TROUBLE-FREE RESULT

By John Koenig
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f you take one thing away from this column, it should be that you really need
to pay attention to shower seats—that
is, if you want to avoid unhappy customers and expensive warranty calls.
Some of the big national builders have
already prioritized this detail by making
Schluter Kerdi-Board their standard spec
for all shower seats. That tile substrate is
installed by trained installers and creates a
100% waterproof surface.
Does Schluter cost more than backer
board or membrane? Of course. But remember that big builders are corporations
that track expenses to the penny. They
have figured out that the extra money
they spend up front to properly (and consistently) waterproof shower seats is less
than what they used to spend dealing with
leaks, mold, and rot.
I’m not suggesting all builders commit
to this extra expense, but if your showers
include seats or other horizontal surfaces
such as windowsills or pony wall caps, they
warrant extra care. Fortunately, the right
details will yield trouble-free results without stressing the budget.

Sealing the Seat
A lot of builders frame shower seats with
2-by lumber and plywood, then cover the
assembly with an EPDM membrane. That’s
fine when the membrane installation is
executed perfectly, but such perfection is
rare. It’s difficult to get all of the folds right
on a shower seat’s inside corners.
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A better approach is to cover the plywood
will eliminate horizontal water-absorbing
with backer board, then cover the board
joints at the corners.
with a liquid waterproofing membrane.
You also don’t want to have joints on the
You can use cement backer board, but as
shower seat surface—which means using
a previous column pointed out, you’re betsomething other than tile as your finish
ter off using a gypsum-based product with
surface. Consider using a single sheet of
a pre-sealed surface such as Georgia Pacific
marble, granite, or other solid-surface maDensShield. Not only is it inherently more
terial instead. As with the backer board,
water-resistant than cethe proper sequence is
ment board, but it’s also
to install the seat sureasier to install.
face material before finA BETTER APPROACH
As the illustration
ishing the shower walls
at right shows, before
with tile or another
IS TO COVER THE
installing the backer
material.
PLYWOOD WITH
board, flash the shower
To ensure proper waBACKER BOARD, THEN
seat and the wall beter shedding, all horilow the seat with butyl
zontal surfaces need to
COVER THE BOARD
tape. After installing the
be sloped at least ¼ inch
WITH A LIQUID WATERboard, seal all corners
per foot toward the inPROOFING MEMBRANE
and exposed fastenside of the shower. That
ers with C-920 Class 25
sounds like common
caulk, then cover the
sense, and most builders
assembly with Custom
do a good job of sloping
Building Products’ RedGard liquid-applied
shower seats. However, in showers with
waterproofing membrane.
transom windows, I often see sills with no
The advantage of using DensShield is
slope or a slope that goes toward the winthat you only need to extend the RedGard
dow itself, which is a recipe for disaster.
12 inches up the wall from the seat surface;
Even if the window is above the showerwith cement board, you need to apply
head, the sill is still a wet area that can (and
RedGard to the entire wall.
will) collect water, and needs to be treated
as such. PB

Sequence and Slope
It should go without saying that you
should install the backer board shinglestyle: the wall below the seat, the seat itself, then the walls above the seat. That
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LEAVE 1/8-INCH GAP
FOR SEALANT WHERE
THE TILE MEETS THE
SHOWER SEAT

C-920 CLASS 25
SEALANT AT ALL
CORNERS

DENSSHIELD
INSTALLED
SHINGLE-STYLE
SEALANT
(NOT GROUT)
BETWEEN SHOWER
PAN AND TILE

REDGARD LIQUIDAPPLIED MEMBRANE

12”

SOLID-SURFACE
SHOWER SEAT

SEAT FRAMING
SLOPED AT LEAST 1/4
INCH PER FOOT

SELF-ADHERED
BUTYL FLASHING EXTENDS
4 INCHES UP WALL ABOVE
SEAT (FLASHED OVER BY
DENSHIELD)

